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Abstract: It is necessary to obtain the rotor position of the Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous
Motor (IPMSM) for instantaneous torque control in an electric vehicle system. A resolver is mostly
used as a rotor position sensor, each motor has a resolver offset according to the fit tolerance of the
resolver pressed into the rotor shaft when the motor is manufactured. This resolver offset is having a
huge effect on IPMSM output characteristics. Therefore, resolver offset detection equipment with
a method for high precision of detection is required in production lines in order to make uniform
characteristics of IPMSM. It is also necessary to have robust performance in many different kinds
of the noise of equipment in the production line. This paper presents a highly precise Resolver to
Digital Converter (RDC) that is implemented with LabVIEW of National Instruments and a resolver
offset detecting method that has the robust performance to noise based on coordinate transformation
algorithm. Experiments with and without the proposed method were performed and a comparative
analysis is conducted to test the validity.

Keywords: resolver offset; resolver to digital converter; angle tracking observer; labview

1. Introduction

The IPMSM has been widely used in electric vehicles for its high power density
and high speed driving characteristics [1–5]. IPMSM must obtain a rotor position with
a position sensor to instantaneous torque control. A resolver which is a robust position
sensor about physical vibration and shock is most commonly used in electric vehicles. It is
pressed in the shaft of IPMSM and detects position by rotating in synchronization with
a rotor [6–12]. Mass-produced motors certainly have a resolver fit tolerance when each
resolver is pressed into the rotor shaft. The tolerance occurs to resolver offset and this offset
occurs to torque tolerance as Figure 1. In production, the resolver offset should be precisely
measured and the offset should be applied in motor control.

Several studies on detecting resolver offset in stationary state [13–16] have been
performed and a lot of sensorless methods [17–19] that estimate resolver position without
position sensor were done. However, these kinds of methods require an inverter and a
power supply providing DC power to the inverter, therefore, these are not appropriate
for production line limited in space. Moreover, sensorless methods are unable to apply
when high precision under electric angle 0.6◦ tolerance is required. So resolver offset
measuring equipment to apply in production line should be measured without inverter
precisely. It is also required to have a robust performance to many different kinds of the
noise of equipment in production line. This paper presents a highly precise RDC that
is implemented with LabVIEW of National Instruments and a resolver offset detecting
method that has the robust performance to noise applying coordinate transformation
algorithm. Experiments with and without the proposed method were performed and a
comparative analysis is conducted to test the validity.
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Figure 1. Torque variation due to difference of resolver offset.

2. Resolver to Digital Converter
2.1. Method to Detecting Position with Resolver

As previously mentioned, a resolver has been widely used in electric vehicles to
obtain the absolute position of the rotor for instantaneous torque control with vector
control. Resolver, an analog type of absolute position sensor, is a kind of rotary transformer
connected to the motor shaft and outputs an alternating voltage according to rotor position.
Resolver structure and input/output consists of stator, rotor, and rotating transformer as
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Characteristics of resolver.
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A rotor winding, a primary winding of a resolver, is EXC(Excitation signal) and two
stator windings with 90-degree angle difference are secondary windings of a resolver. The
principle of the resolver is EXC winding acts as the input for an AC drive signal and each of
the secondary windings is used as output windings as Figure 2. Through these signals, the
position of the resolver axis, in other words, the position of rotor θ can be obtained. Each
of the signals of secondary windings varies depending on primary axis θ. Once analog
voltage sinωt is excited to EXC, following two signals can be obtained in rotor windings.

SIN = sin(ωt)sin(θ)
COS = sin(ωt)cos(θ)

(1)

Through the ratio of these two signals, the absolute angle θ of the rotor connected to
the resolver shaft can be obtained as follows.

θe = tan−1( sin(ωt)sin(θ)
sin(ωt)cos(θ)

)
(2)

However, this method of obtaining the position of the rotor is vulnerable to noise.
Therefore, it is difficult to apply to systems that require precise rotor position obtaining.

2.2. Angle Tracking Observer (ATO)

Input/Output signals of a resolver are connected to RDC which is made up of a
single IC and it detects rotor position. To apply commercial RDC to the motor production
line, there needs to be an additional circuit, which means more space is required for the
hardware of RDC.

RDC can be substituted using National Instruments PCI which consists of DAC (Dig-
ital to Analog Converter), ADC( Analog to Digital Converter) functions with LabVIEW
software where the rotor position detecting algorithm can be implemented. The absolute
position of the rotor can be detected based on SIN and COS signals from the ADC func-
tion, which are electrical reactions of EXC signal that sent from DAC to the resolver. As
previously mentioned this method easily detects the position of the rotor; however, it is
vulnerable to noise so it is improper to apply to a production line. ATO is the algorithm
that feedbacks the rotor position through the PI controller and tracking the rotor position
as Figure 3. Each SIN and COS signal is multiplied with ATO feedback value sin(ϕ) and
cos(ϕ). Vsig1 can be expressed as subtracting these equations.

Vsig1 = [sin(θ)sin(ωt)cos(ϕ)]− [cos(θ)sin(ωt)sin(ϕ)] (3)

Solving Equation (3):

Vsig1 = sin(ωt)sin(θ − ϕ) (4)

Dividing EXC signal sinωt, Vsig2 can be expressed as follows:

Vsig2 = sin(θe − ϕ) (5)

Vsig2 is entered PI controller and it controls to reduce Vsig2 value to zero. With an
adequate gain of the PI controller, the PI controller corrects θe − ϕ value to zero using a
feedback loop, and finally, the value becomes θe = ϕ. This kind of method has noise-robust
characteristics.
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Figure 3. ATO algorithm block diagram.

3. Resolver Offset Detection Method

To instantaneously control the torque of IPMSM, using rotating reference frame which
has the speed of the rotor, the inverter converts stator current. The position of the rotor
θe is required for conversion into a rotating reference frame, and this is mainly detected
with a resolver in an electric vehicle system. θe detected by a resolver is placed as rotating
reference frame de axis, the inverter converts the stator current to the rotating reference
frame. Figure 4 is IPMSM torque control system. With θe detected by a resolver and 3 phase
current ia, ib, ic, torque control is performed after coordinate transformation through θe.

3.1. A-Phase, Theta Zero-Cross Point Detection Method

Torque Te of IPMSM is expressed as follows:

Te =
3
2

P
2
[(φ f irqs + (Ld − Lq)irdsirqs] (6)

where, P: Number of pole, φ f : Magnetic flux of permanent magnet, Lds: d-axis inductance,
Lqs: q-axis inductance.

As you can know the fact from torque equation and Figure 4, inadequately measured
θe affects ie

ds, ie
qs and it has a negative effect on torque accuracy. Torque accuracy of the

inverter is required under 5% between command and output torque for electric vehicle
IPMSM. Stator current Is is expressed as follows.

Is =
√
(ie

ds + ie
qs) (7)

If stator current exceeds 500 [A], θe only have a margin of 0.6◦ in electrical angle to
meet output torque accuracy under 5%. Therefore, the resolver offset error measured in
motor production must be under 0.6◦ in electrical angle.
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Figure 4. Torque control system of IPMSM.

As previously mentioned, the rotor position θe must be synchronized with θe on
a-phase Back-EMF(Back-Electro Motive Force) of IPMSM. In other words, the process of
measuring and applying the resolver offset can be done by applying offset value to θe to
synchronize θe with the angle of the a-phase Back-EMF. Figure 5 shows the a-phase Back-
EMF of IPMSM rotating 1000 [rpm] and θe output by the resolver. Since the initial angular
error from the mechanical tolerance is determined when the resolver is inserted to the shaft
of the IPMSM, there will be no more mechanical position error changes. Distance between
Theta(a) and Theta(c) is the maximum error value so each has a phase difference with Back-
EMF, while theta(b) is the same phase with a-phase Back-EMF and has no phase difference
with it. Therefore, it is necessary to detect the angular difference between θe and Theta(b),
and the method to find this difference based on the zero-cross point of a-phase Back-EMF is
called Zero-cross point detection method. This zero-cross point detection method can easily
detect the angular difference but it is vulnerable to the noise in Back-EMF measurement.

Figure 5. Back-EMF and Theta (θe).
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3.2. Detection Method with Coordinate Transformation

In general, a voltage induced by Back-EMF has intense noise, which components vary
according to the motor rotation. Analog and digital filters could be applied to reduce these
noise components but it is impossible to select a cut-off frequency since the frequency of
back-EMF voltage varies.

The coordinate transformation is being used widely as transforming AC voltage or
current signal to DC signal. As you can see in Figure 4, it is used in the motor control
field for vector control. The transforming process of 3-phase voltage to d-q axes in the
stationary reference frame voltage is shown below. First of all, 3-phase equilibrium voltage
is assumed to be:

vas = Vmcos(ωt)
vbs = Vmcos(ωt− 120◦)
vcs = Vmcos(ωt + 120◦)

(8)

3-phase equilibrium voltage is represented by ds − qs axes voltage in the stationary
reference frame as follows:

vs
ds = (

2vas − vbs − vcs

3
) = vas = Vmcos(ωet)

vs
qs =

1√
3
(vbs − vcs) = Vmsin(ωet)

vs
ns =

√
2(vas + vbs+vcs)

3
= 0

(9)

Converting 3-phase alternative variable with 120◦ phase difference to ds − qs axes
stationary reference frame, two variables are written where equal magnitudes and 90◦

phase differences. Reformulate d− q axes components in the stationary reference frame to
rotating reference as follows:

ve
ds = vs

dscos(θe) + ve
qssin(θe)

= Vmcos(ωet)cos(θe) + Vmsin(ωet)sin(ωe)
= Vm

ve
qs = −vs

dssin(θe) + ve
qscos(θe)

= −Vmcos(ωet)sin(θe) + Vmsin(ωet)sin(ωe)
= 0

(10)

3-phase AC variables are expressed as DC values in a rotating reference frame that
rotates at the frequency of the AC, and their magnitudes become the maximum value of
the AC variables. Figure 6 illustrates the previously described coordinate transformations.

As you can see in Figure 6, ve
qs becomes zero when θe is correspond with rotor speed.

Therefore, the offset value of θe which is used to transform 3-phase Back-EMF should be
set to make ve

qs to zero. In addition, since ve
qs is DC value, there are fewer limits of select

cut-off frequency to apply a filter and not required compensation of distorted signals so it
is robust to noise.
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Figure 6. d-q axis transformation.

4. The Result of the Experiment and Analysis
4.1. The Result of the Experiment

Among the resolver offset detection methods, the application of ATO for resolver
signal processing is robust to noise without additional circuit. In addition, its coordinate
transformation is much more robust to noise than comparing Back-EMF and θe technique
as described before. In this section, performance comparisons were performed for ATO and
tan−1 techniques, and the comparison of zero-cross point and coordinate transformation-
based techniques are also presented.

The system block diagram for the proposed resolver offset detection technique is
shown in Figure 7. 3-phase Back-EMF is induced when the external motor rotates target
IPMSM at a specific speed, and the resolver offset detector measures the 3-phase Back-EMF.
The detector sends an EXC signal to the resolver of IPMSM and receives SIN and COS
signals from the resolver. After that, ATO obtains SIN and COS signals and output θ.
Back-EMF voltages are distributed by the distribution resistor to make the appropriate
voltage of the sensing board in the rotor position measure algorithm. The rotor position
measure algorithm receives 3-phase Back-EMF and θe to perform coordinate transformation
and output resolver offset value which makes vqse to zero.

The resolver offset detection system is executed at the End of production line and it
is included in EOL (End of Line) tests. EOL tests are responsible for testing the overall
functionality of the motor before it is delivered and comprised of Back-EMF/1000 [rpm]
test, hi-pot test, stator and resolver resistance test, resolver offset detector, and so on.
Since tests and controls are carried out by PCI for EOL tests, it is possible to implement a
resolver offset detector with LabVIEW. There is no need to add more hardware because the
hardware is already configured for Back-EMF and resolver resistance detection. Figure 8
shows the results of implementing the Resolver offset detector ATO and Rotor position
measure algorithm in Labview.
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Specifications of the experiment IPMSM are 120 [kW], 8-pole and vrms/krpm is 42 [V].
Ten motors are used to check the resolver offset detection accuracy, one motor is used to
check repeatability. Resolver offset value is represented with 0 to 2φ (0◦ to 360◦) and it is
converted to digital 12 bit (0 to 4095) to apply to an MCU (Micro Control Unit) calculation.

Figure 7. Resolver offset measure system.

Figure 8. ATO and Resolver offset measure algorithm.

First of all, experiment results of θ finding using the tan−1 method are shown in
Figure 9. θe measured 44 periods, and is at a distorted maximum 0.045◦(electrical angle) on
zero points even if the experiment environment is not affected by the noise of production
equipment. It is expected that accurate measurement of the resolver offset through this
method will be difficult.

Back-EMF, this too, is not independent of noise. Waveforms in Figure 10 are Back-EMF
of a-phase overlaid 8 periods driven on 200 [rpm]. Figure 10a does not include distortion
of noise and Figure 10b does include. As shown in Figure 10, to detect the resolver offset
using a method that compares a-phase zero-cross point with θe, a filter must be applied on
this kind of method.
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Figure 9. θe’s data 44 cycle using tan−1 method.

Figure 10. Back-EMF a-phase at 200 [rpm].

The resolver offset detection technique using proposed ATO and coordinate transfor-
mation has only small error from the noise and it is possible to measure accurate resolver
offset using an appropriate filter on Back-EMF. Figure 11 is the experiment results using
proposed ATO and coordinate transformation. Figure 11a shows vqse and vqse∗ command
which makes θe to zero. As shown in this figure, the value of vqse∗ for the process starts with
the q-axis value that causes the maximum position error in the current estimated position.
Based on the initial error in this process, open-loop compensation is conducted based on
the mean value of formal processes. Then, the proposed closed-loop algorithm eliminates
the small error left from the formal process. Based on this last process, the final resolver
offset value is obtained, in the case of Figure 11, 1582 which means 139.043◦ in electrical
angle. Figure 11b shows the a-phase Back-EMF with the estimated rotor position in the first
step of the process, when the q-axis voltage causes the maximum position error is injected.
From the result of the estimated position in this figure, it can be noticed that a-phase
Back-EMF and θe have a huge phase difference in this initial process. Figure 11c shows the
a-phase Back-EMF and θe when the proposed closed-loop estimation process is finished.
The angle in this figure is almost identical to the angle of the a-phase Back-EMF, which
ensures that the measured resolver offset value through the coordinate transformation is
valid. Figure 11d shows SIN and COS signal output by a resolver during the process.
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Figure 11. Graphic user interface of proposal method (ATO and axis transformation).

4.2. Analysis of the Experiment

To verify the resolver offset detecting method proposed in this paper, a compari-
son experiment was performed in the production line. There is a process to determine
whether the overall functionality of the motor is normal or not by measuring Back-EMF
at 1000 [rpm] during the production process, so if the process of measuring the resolver
offset is performed at the same time, it is possible to perform the detecting method in
parallel without adding additional tac-time. Therefore comparative experiment for de-
tecting resolver offset was measured during rotation at 1000 [rpm], and the offset value
was measured by comparing 100 cycles of Back-EMF and θe in one measurement. The test
motors are ten identically produced IPMSM.

The experiment conditions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Experiment condition.

Parameters Value Unit

Number of IPMSM 10 EA
speed 1000 rpm

vrpm/krpm 42 V
Measurement of time 100/1.5 Period/s

Pole pair 4 -

There are two ways to convert the resolver signal to θe: using tan−1 or ATO algorithm.
There are also two ways to detect resolver offset: comparing a-phase Back-EMF or using
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coordinate transformation. These can result in a combination of four detecting methods.
The results of the experiment using these four methods are shown in Figure 12. #10 sample
is the sample where 1503 is the correct offset value, it is true value verified by inverter and
1500 to 1506 is allowable tolerance. As shown in Figure 12, 81% of the combination of tan−1

and a-phase Back-EMF method exceeds the error range, the distribution appears normal
but has a large standard deviation at 11.2262, and even if the sample mean value is 1496.45,
the value and true value are different.

On the other hand, combination of the ATO and coordinate transformation does never
exceed the error range, has low standard deviation at 0.5024 and all offset values are
measured in 1503 or 1504. The offset errors of 1503 or 1504 are errors levels that inevitably
occur by converting 0 to 2π (0◦ to 360◦) into 12 bit.

When the true value of the experiment results of the ten samples shown in Figure 12
is zero, the result of expressing the overall experiment results are shown in Figure 13. Like
previous results, it can be seen that the rest of the methods except the combination of the
ATO and coordinate transformation exceed the error range from 54.7% to 83.7%. However,
the proposed method of the resolver offset detection in this paper tends not to exceed the
error range during the whole experiments.

Figure 12. Cont.
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Figure 12. Normal distribution and capability analysis.
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Figure 13. Overall normal distribution and capability analysis.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a high precision resolver offset detection method is implemented to
apply to the vehicle IPMSM production line and we proposed the detection method
which is robust to noise using the coordinate transformation algorithm. Experiments
were performed with and without the proposed algorithm, and these were compared
and analyzed to verify the validity of the proposed method. It is confirmed that the
accuracy and reliability of the resolver offset measurement are excellent, regardless of the
measurement speed and noise, compared to the position detection method comparing
a-phase Back-EMF and tan−1. Moreover, the total tact-time is improved by reducing the
detecting time in EOL by measuring resolver offset simultaneously with the motor back-
EMF. A high level of torque accuracy can be satisfied with the proposed resolver offset
detecting method; we believe that the method will be applied not only to electric vehicles
but also to various systems that apply resolvers.
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